bles the report of the previous conference in containing detailed experimental data and free roundtable discussions by an imposing roster of expert participants. Three chief topics were considered:
1. Dr. John M. Howard recounts his experiences with shock in the Korean theater, including the interesting observation of hypertension following milder trauma. The discussion is concerned with limitations of methods applicable to battleground conditions, with the effects of anesthesia and of blood replacement, and with an effort to relate clinical terminology and concepts to prior physiologic data concerning shock.
2. Reflex factors in the regtilation of the circulation is concerned with the experimental work of Dr. G. S. Dawes on the reflexes and receptors regulating cardiac action and the blood pressure. The discussion provides a detailed critique of the sino-aortic mechanisms, as well as of the less well appreciated Von Bezold and pulmonary depressor reflexes.
3. Functional properties of blood vessels covers the interesting data of Robert S. Alexander concerning pressure-volume relationships in the aorta, intestinal circulatory loop, and isolated hind leg. Delayed compliance (stress relaxation, "hysteresis"), of blood vessels, the effects of CO2 and anoxia on the systemic and pulmonary circulations, and the autonomous control of local circulatory beds are several of the more interesting problems discussed.
This volume is, like its two predecessors, of special interest to students of normal and abnormal cardiovascular physiology. In 1949 this reviewer attended a seminiar in the social history of science in which an attempt was made to delineate the conditions necessary for the flourishing of scientific activity. One of the areas studied was China and the problem was stated roughly, "Why did China never develop a science?" An expert in Chinese history was called in to help us bridge the enormous language barrier but even this expert never challenged the very assumptions of the problem as it was stated. It was just assumed that China had never had any science and our task was to discover, if possible, the reasons why.
It is this kind of assumption (all too common, one suspects, in these Western lands) that Professor Needham has set out to abolish in his monumental work. A glance at the table of contents for the four volumes which are already written (although only volume one has been published) and the tentative section headings of the three further volumes is enough to shatter, once and for all, the illusion that science is a characteristic peculiar to so-called Western Civilization. Here one finds mathematics, physics, chemistry, engineering-in short, all of the categories of western science. Never again, it is safe to assume, will such a question as "Why did China never develop a science ?" be a proper one to ask.
The first volume of this seven-volume analysis of science in China is an introductory one divided essentially into five parts. The introduction lays down in detail the plan of the entire work; the problem of the language is then discussed in what is perhaps too minute a manner, for the nonsinologist will find it, at places, incomprehensible and the sinologist will find it unnecessary; this is followed by a short section (pp. 55-72) on the physical and economic geography of China which is most interesting and should prove of great value to the scientist and historian alike for the methods which are used in describing the relations of men to their geographical environment; then there is an historical introduction of some length (pp. 73-150) which attempts rather successfully to sketch in the history of China from the Stone Age to the seventeenth century; pages 150 to 248 deal with the enormous and utterly fascinating problem of cultural exchange between Europe and China in which Professor Needham sets down his well-documented ideas on the autonomy of Chinese culture while, at the same time, showing how this culture played a dynamic part in world civilization. Finally, the volume closes with an extraordinarily complete bibliography of Chinese and Western writings on Chinese (and Western) civilization.
To the historian of science, this first volume can be described only as tantalizing. Presented as he is with the tables of contents of the volumes to follow and being referred constantly in the text to these volumes for more detailed treatment of the scientific matters raised here, his reaction can be only one of anticipation. Professor Needham brings out in this volume most of the questions which he intends to answer later-what were the achievements of Chinese physics, chemistry, botany, metallurgy, medicine, engineering? What were the social, political, and economic conditions which prevented a "scientific revolution" from taking place in China? The answers, however, are not in volume one and we must be content to accept the framework here. That this framework, in general, is most skillfully erected cannot be denied. The historian of science cannot help but be impatient, however, for he is promised a feast by a man who has proven himself to be a first-rate scientist, an expert sinologist, and a top-notch These are the biographies of four little known, nineteenth century medical scientists. All were discoverers and contributed significantly to biology and medicine. Gabriel Gustav Valentin, for example, made the first observations on the enzyme diastase. Gruby, a busy physician, found time also for useful work in the fields of microscopy and mycology. Remak, a neurologist, not only discovered the nonmedullated nerve fibers with which his name is most often associated but showed that nerve fibers arise from
